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The state of 
federal support 

for science

• With respect to science, the 
Trump era has been defined 
by:

– President Trump’s 
apathy toward science

– In response, 
unprecedented activism 
among U.S. scientists

– Congress’s wholesale 
rejection of Trump 
administration’s 
science/R&D policies

– Surprisingly robust ‘17 
and ‘18 budgets for the 
science agencies



AAAS CEO Rush Holt: “If you can have this fact or this 
alternative fact, and they’re equivalent—that calls into 
question the very idea that science is a special way for 
separating truth from falsehood. … Now where fake news is 
indistinguishable in many people’s minds from fact, we have 
to act. And it will not be done by asserting what is the fact, 
but rather empowering people to handle evidence for 
themselves [and] to rebuild the traditional American 
reverence for evidence.”



Trump’s First Weeks



Science a Casualty of Trump’s Broader 
Mission to Cut Gov’t, Boost Defense







Congress Holds Power of the Purse



A Year of Vast Uncertainties at Science Agencies







Three Big Questions Looking Forward

1. If Congress continues to buck the 
administration’s R&D policies and set its own 
directions for the science agencies, what 
resources does it need to do so effectively?

2. To what extent should we be concerned with 
how the nation’s growing debt and entitlement 
spending constrains the long-term outlook for 
federal spending, including for science?

3. How should we grapple with the loss of trust in 
institutions and credibly established knowledge 
in the U.S., of which Trump’s rise is symptom?



To follow federal science 
budgets in greater detail, 
resources include:

o Federal Science Budget 
Tracker: 
https://www.aip.org/fyi/fe
deral-science-budget-
tracker

o Sign up for FYI: Science 
Policy News:
http:/www.aip.org/fyi
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